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top; turned again at the further upper corner, and, coming

down on Weston, joined the Olney road just where it enters

the village. After first quitting the highway, a walk of two

furlongs or so brought him abreast of the "Peasant's Nest;"

after the first turning atop, and a walk of some two or three

furlongs more, he descended into the diagonal valley, just

where it enters the park, crossed the rustic bridge which spans

the stream at the bottom, marked the doings of the mole, and.

then ascended to the level on the other side. Near the second

turning he found the alcove, and saw the trees in the stream

less deli, as if " sunk, and shortened to their topmost boughs ;"

then, coming down upon Weston, lie passed under the "light

and graceful arch" of the ancient avenue; reached the "Wil

derness" as he was nearing the village; and, emerging from.

the thicket full upon the houses, saw the "thrasher at his

task," through the open door of some one of the barns of the

place. Such is a hard outline, in road-map fashion, of the

walk which, in the pages of Cowper, forms such exquisite

poetry. I entered it somewhat unluckily to-day at the wrong
end, commencing at the western corner, and passing on along
its angles to the corner near Olney, thus reversing the course

of Cowper, for my old woman had no acquaintance with "The

Task," or the order of its descriptions; but, after mastering the

various scenes in detail, I felt no difficulty in restoring them to

the integrity of the classic arrangement.

On first entering the park, among the tall forest-trees that,

viewed from the approach to Olney, seem to overhang the vil

lage and its church, one sees a square, formal corner, sepa

rated from the opener ground by a sunk dry-stone fence, within

which the trees, by no means lofty, are massed as thickly

together as saplings in a nursery-bed run wild, or nettles in a

neglected burying-ground. There are what seem sepulchral
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